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Abstract. An algorithm is presented which, for an arbitrary literal d containing Skolem functions. 
outputs a set 0 of closed quantified literals with the following properties: 
(i) Soundness: if s E 0, then s 1 d. 
(ii) Completeness: if a -7 d, then there exists an s E 0 such that a 53 s. 
(iii) Nonredundancy: if s, t E 0, then neither s 3 I nor t 3 s. 
The relation 2 is a natural generalization of the implication of predicate logic, and is defined 
as follows: a 1 b iff {Sk(a), dsk( 6)) is unifiable, where sk denotes Skolemization and dsk denotes 
the dual operation whece the roles of If and Gl are reversed. 
1. Introduction 
We consider the problem of reversing Skolemization and present an algorithm 
which assigns to a literal one or more closed literals where here, as in the rest of 
this paper, ‘closed literal’ means a closed formula whose matrix is a literal. In the 
simplest case, if the input literal is the result of Skolemizing a closed literal, then, 
by applying our algorithm, Skolemizing and applying the algorithm again we will 
produce the original closed literal. 
In the general case, however, the situation is mole complex; for example, if the 
input literal is one deduced by a mechanical question answering system. In [5] 
Luckham and Nilsson solved the case of eliminating from the answer statement the 
terms headed by Skolem functions occurring in the question statement. However, 
their method does not remove all Skolem terms from the answer literals, since some 
of the terms may have Skolem function heads originating from the knowledge base. 
The latter case is more complex by far. 
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The ability to quantify such literals is especially important in systems that attempt 
o compute a hypothesis. This can be formalized as follows. Given a set of well- 
ormed formulae K (knowledge base) and a conjunction of closed literals E (event), 
ve define a conjunction of closed literals C as a cause of E under K iff E can be 
icduced from K and C together. Among all possible causes we are interested only 
n those which do not imply other causes (minimality) and have no causes under K 
Jther than themselves (basicness). For example let 
6 ={vx tly Vu vv (P(x, y, u, v) = (R(x, y) v Q(w v))), 
vx 3v (R(x. y) = T(y)), Vu 3~ (Ok 4 = T(v))) * 
and E = 3x T(x). 
To find causes of E under K we Skoiemize K and negated E, combine them and 
produce all resoivents using negated E as a set of support. However, since we are 
rjnly looking for the basic causes, we select resoivents which cannot be resolved any 
more (dead ends). In the example above there is only one dead end, 
--JP( x, q(x), u, $( u j) where 50 and $ are distinct Skolem functions. Finally, to find 
ail minimal and basic causes of E, we apply our algorithm to P(x, q(x), II, 4(u)) 
producing output consisting t>f two closed iitcrals, 3x Vy 3rr VvM and 
3u VC 3x ‘tlv M, where M = P(x, v, II, c). More detailed discussion of mechanical 
hypothesis formation can be found in [4]. For such applications, the output of our 
algorithm must have the properties of completeness and nonredundancy. 
Another system of hypothesis formation which could benefit from the method 
presented here is XIYCIN [6], Although the philosophy of MYCIN'S knowledge base 
is different from that of the system mentioned above, the two approaches are quite 
Gniiar from a computational point of view. WUN’S applications have been limited 
w propoGtiona1 and simple predicate calculus casts, but if it were to be applied to 
general predicate caicuius. there would be a need for some sophisticated way of 
reintroducing quantifiers. For this purpose, a modified form of our algorithm could 
be used, where the modification consists of replacing every occurrence of V by 3 
and vice versa. 
Another intcrcsting motivation for ~wers~d Skoltmizution is discussed in [2]. 
2. Prelimiwarics 
In zhis scciirjn WC review standard concepts md notation, ;IS well ;IS introduce 
some \pccitic detinitions. 
WC use the word expression to refer to Iiterals, terms and variables, where a 
variab;c is not a term. 
Any term bcginnmg with a Sk&m function is called a Skolem term. 
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A quantifier string is a string of the form C&xl, . . . , Q,,x,, (n Z= 0) where Qi is 
either 3 or V (1 s i s n) and x1, . . . , x, are distinct variables. 
We use the word formula with its standard meaning in mathematical logic. 
If s is the formula pm where p is a quantifier string and m contains no quantifiers, 
then we define prefix(s) = p and matrix(s) = m. 
If a is any string, the head of a is the leftmost symbol of a. 
If m is a formula and b is an occurrence of an expression in m, then b is called 
a significant occurrence (in m) iff it is not a proper subexpression of a Skolem 
subterm (of m). 
If m is a formula or expression, and a and b are expressions, then repl(a, 6, m) 
is the formula or expression obtained by replacing all significant occurrences of a 
in m by b. We extend this definition to ordered sets of expressitins as follows: 
repl(( )A ),m)=m 
repl((a,, . . . , a,,). (b,. . - . , b,,): 4 = 
=repl((a,, . . . , a,&, (b,, . . . , b,,_.,),repl(a,3, b,,, 112)) for Jz 2 1. 
If PII is a literal, p a quantifier string and v a variable which does not occur in p, 
we define 
sk( HI) = m, 
sk(ptlvnt)=sk(pm) 
sk( p 3 u HZ ) = sk(repl( v, fc zdl,. . . , II,), HZ)) 
where .f is a new Skolem function and zdl, . . . , u, are all the variables immediately 
preceded by V in p. We also define a function dsk with the same range as sk by 
replacing in the above definition ‘sk’ by ‘dsk’, ‘v’ by ‘3’ and ‘3’ by ‘v”. Clearly, sk 
is Skolemization and dsk is the dual operation (see [7]). 
We will assume the reader to be familiar with standard definitions of such concepts 
as ‘substitution’, ‘variant’ and ‘unification’. Substitutions will be denoted by lower 
case Greek letters, and substitution components will be written suggestively as v + t. 
where I is the expression to be substituted for the replaced t;ariable v. We will call 
a substitution that transforms a literal into one of its variants a renaming. The phrase 
‘most general unifier will be abbreviated to mgu. We extend the notion of unifiability 
by defining a substitution 8 to be a unifier for a set of sets of expressions 8 iff 8 
unifies each E E ?‘. An mgu of a set of sets of expressions is defined in the obvious 
way. 
If X is a set, ,Y denotes ibn arbitrar:; but fixed ordering of X. If V and T are 
sets of’ variables and terms respectively and 1 Vi = ITi, then (V + I’} denotes the 
substitution (II, +- tI, . . . , G + t,,) where V = (v, . . . , v,) and T = (f, . . . , t,). 
Finally, we assume familiarity with some of the standard terminology of graph 
theory, only used in the proof of Lemma 4.9. 
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of thjs second pass is {d}. If, however-; theinput literal is’the result of somededudtion 
and cannot be obtained by Skolemizing some closed formula, the situation is more 
complex. 
Our algorithm is motivated by the problem of mechanical hypothesis formation, 
mentioned in Section 1, where the concept of ‘cause’ is denned in terms of jmplica- 
tion. Consequently, we use implication in specifying the properties of the output. 
The standard definition of implication, however, applies only to closed formulae, 
so we generalize it by using the fact that a 3 b iff a A lb is unsatisfiable. Let b = pm 
where p and m are the prefix and matrix of b respectively, then lb = q 1 m where 
q is obtained from p by replacing every occurrence of W by 3 and vice versa. 
Therefore sk(qm) = dsk( b). Now, since a A lb is unsatisfiable, Sk(a)’ and sk(qm) 
are unifiable. This is the basis of our definition of generalized implication as follows. 
If a and b are formulae whose matrices are literals, then a 3 b iff (sk(a’), dsk( b’)} 
is unifiable for some variants a’ and b’ of a and b respectively. Obviously, if a and 
b have no variables in common, then a 3 b iff (Sk(a), dsk( 6)) is unifiable: con- 
sequently, we will avoid explicitly mentioning variants where possible, assuming 
that a and b have no common variables. Clearly, this definition of 3 is a strict 
extension of the usual one. 
We are now in a position to state the properties that our algorithm should have. 
First, it should be sound, that is, every output formula implies the input literal. 
Second, it should be complete. This means that if x is any formula that implies the 
input literal d, then there is an output formula a such that x 3 a. Third, the output 
should be nonredundant, that is, if a and b are elements of the output, then neither 
a 3 b nor b 3 a, in which case we say that a and b are implicationally independent. 
The simple version of our algorithm presented in this section meets the first and 
third criteria, but is not complete. It is, however, worth studying as an aid to 
understanding the final version, since achieving completeness i a rather subtle 
matter, and is better appreciated once the simpler aspects of de-Skolemization have 
been assimilated. 
To present he algorithm, we need the following definitions. 
If m is a formula and b an expression with a significant occurrence in m, we will 
say that b is significant (in m). 
We will abbreviate the phrase ‘significant Skolem’ to SS. 
if x is an expression, we write x[t] to indicate that an expression t occurs in X. 
If m is a formula, we define ’ I 
w(m) = {{ t) 121 is a significant free variable in m and occurs in t) 
1 t is an SS subterm of m}. 
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If t is an SS subterm of a formula m, .we say that t is a shell in m iff t does not 
contain any occurrence of a significant free variable of m. The word ‘shell’ is used 
because, in our algorithm, the internal structure of such a term is unimportant. We 
denote the se? of shells of a formula m by SH(m). To illustrate this definition, 
consider the following example. 
Example. Let a =Vu 32 P(f(a(u, x)), y(y, S(z)), p(u, z), u, y, z) where a, y, @ 
and S are Skolem functions. There are four Skolem subterms in a, but SH(a) = 
Mu9 4, B(4 2)). 4u, ) K is a shell because u is bound and x is free but not 
significant since it only occurs in a Skolem term. p( u, z) is a shell because both u 
and z are bound. The other two Skolem subterms of a are not shells: 6(s) because 
it is not significant, and y(y, S(z)) because y is a significant free variable. 
If X = (XI, . . . , x,) we define 
V(X) =vq VX* l ’ l vx, (n 2 O), 
3(X) =3x, 3x2 9 l 9 3x, (n >O). 
3.1. Algorithm. Let d be a literal. ’
dgO~ithlll SimpQUANTIFY ( d) ; 
begin 
Q:=fj; 
S:= {d}; 
H := {v 1 v is a free variable in d which does not occur 
in any SS subterm of d}; 
while S # 0 do 
begin 
delete s from S; 
G := SH( s); 
9 := SFV( s); 
p := prefix(s) V( V) (see note below) 
m := repl(G, V, matrix(s)); 
if $ =0 then Q:= Qu{p 3(H)m] 
- elsewhile$+Odo 
begin 
delete F from 3; 
S:= Su(p 3(F)m) 
end 
end; 
SimpQUANTIFY := 0 
end 
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Note: V is a set of new variables not occurring in s or d, and 1 VI = ICI. 
The following examples illustrate the functioning of simpQuAWIFY. 
3.2. Example. Table 1 gives values of s, S and C? at the end of successive xecutions 
of the outer loop, for d = P( X, rp( x), u, e(u)) where cp and J/ are Skolem functions 
and x and u are variables. 
Table I 
S S 0 
d 
3xP(x, dx), u, 3r(n)) 
3x V) 3uP(x, y, u. q%(u)) 
311 f7.r. q(x). 14. qm.d) 
3N vr 3x Rx. q(x I, 11, 0) 
(3 
v) 
{3x vy 3u vu P(x, y, 14 0)) 
(3x vy 3u vu P(x, y, 14, u)} 
(3x vy 3u vv P( x, y, 14, u), 
3u vo 3.x VyP(x, y, u, u)} 
3.3. Example. Table 2 gives two examples of applying simpQuAN-rn--Y to somewhat 
more: complex liter& The functions are all Skolem, and variables are denoted by 
lower case letters. 
Tat-de 2 
where Af = P( 14, V, w, x, y, z 1 
The process of developing the prefix for the first example is represented graphically 
;1\ follows: 
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The reader is encouraged to trace the transformation of the matrix. 
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3.4. Exam@% Here we illustrate how simpQuANTrFY is not sensitive to the insig- 
nificant aspects of the structure of the input. In the following, cy, p, y and S are 
Skolem functions, f, g and a are functions that are not Skolem, and x and z are 
variables. 
Let 
4 = p(f(4, Y@W, P(x), fb)) and 
&=P(f(PW, WfW), Y(gw,f(d), 
then d, and d2 differ only inside their respective SS subterms, and 
SimpQUANTIFY( d, ) = SimpQUANTIFY (62) 
=vy VW 3x VvP(f(y), w, v,fW. 
We now investigate some of the general properties of SimpOUPlNTlFY. In particular 
we show that it always halts, and that it is sound and non-redundant. Completeness, 
however, requires special assumptions about the input. We will return to this issue 
later, in the context of the more general version of the algorithm. 
35 Lemma. simpQuAN-ru=+I) halts for arzy liter& d. 
Proof. We define a 
follows: 
nonnegative integer-valued function f on sets of formulae as 
if s =fl, 
N(b)! otherwise, 
where N(b) is the total number of free variables and Skolem terms in b. 
Now consider some execution of the major loop of the algorithm and let S’ and 
S” be the values of S at the beginning and end respectively of this execution. Also 
let s be the element of S’ deleted and sl,. . . , sk the formulae added to S’ in the 
loop; then 
S”= (S’-(s)) U(.S\, . . . , Sk) and f(S") =f(S'j- N(s)!+ i N(si)!. 
]=I 
If s has no free variables occurring in Skolem terms, then ,a = B so that k = 0 and 
fen =fW’) - N(s)! <f( S’). 
If s has free variables occurring in Skolem terms, then N(s) a N( si) + 2 ( 1 =G j s k) 
since at least one Skolem term an4 one free variable of s is quantified in s,. Also 
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k 5 N(s), so that 
4f(S’)-N(s)!+N(s)(N(s)-2)! <f(9). 
since f(S) is nonnegative, the algorithm must halt. Cl 
Mi. Lemma (Soundness of SimpQuAN-rIFY). rf d is a literal and if a E 
iimpOUANTIFY( d), then U =I d. 
Proof. We will show that at the beginning of every execution of the major loop, if 
b c S u Q, then {sk( 6), d} has a unifier CT such that no significant free variable of b 
3ccufs in (1. 
At the beginning of the first execution of the major loop S u Q = {d), so the result 
:Icarly holds 
Let S’, Q’ and S”, Q” be the values of S and 0 at the beginning and end 
respectively, of some execution of the major loop. Assume the result holds for 
S’ :J 0’. Now suppose b E S”u Q”, then either b E S’ u Q’ in which case the result 
holds, by the above assumption; or b is introduced during the current execution of 
the loop. First we consider the case when ,a Tk: 8. Let s be the element of S’ deleted, 
then b = p’ V( V) 3( I;) repl( G, V, m’), where p’ = prefix(s), m’ = matrix(s) and V, 
F arld (I are as defined in the algorithm. 
L et c = p’ V’( I’) repl( G, V, III’); then 
sk( c) = sk( p’ repl( G, V, m’)) 
= repl( G, V, sk( p’m’) I since rep1 rtplaces orlly significant 
occurrences 
= repllG, V, sk(.;)). 
Since s c S’ u O’, by the above assumption {Sk(s), tl} has a unifier u containing no 
significant free variables of s. 
Let y=(V+G)“a; then 
sk(c)y=repl(G, V,sk(s))y=sk(s)rr=dcr=ny 
since none of the variables in V occur in n. Hence y unifies {Sk(c), d}; also, since 
the elements of (3 are shells in s, y cont4ns no significant free variable of s or c. 
Now h = p” 3(F) m”, where I>” = prefix(c) and III” = matrix( c 1; therefore 
sk! h) = sk( p” repl( I;, T, m”)) where 7‘ is a set of Skolem terms containing 
only variables immediately preceded by V 
in p” 
= rep&K T. sk( p”rrt”)) = repl(.F, T, sk( c)). 
Let Ci{F + TAG y; then since none of the variables in F occur in y, 6 = yo{F + Tr}. 
! !Vofe that it is clear what Ty means, although we have not defined it.) 
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Hence 
ds=(dy){F+ Ty}=(sk(c)y){F+- Ty)=(sk(c){F+ T})y 
=repl(F, T, sk(c))(F+ T}o y) =sk(b)S. 
S therefore unifies {sk( b), d} and does not contain any significant free variables of b. 
Now consider the case when 3 = 0. If H f 0, the result is obtained by replacing 
all occurrences of F by H in the above prc:! If H = 0, then 6 = c and we require 
only the proof that (Sk(u), d} is unifiable. q 
3.7 Lemma (Non-redundancy of simpau AN-rIFY). If d is a literal, and if e, f e 
sim b QUAN’rIFY(d) and e # f, then neither e 2 f nor f 2 e. 
Proof. First let us assume that matrix (e) = matrix(f): this assumption is justified 
by noting that no two formulae in simpQUANTIFY(d) are variants of each other, 
and that each SS subterm can always be replaced by the same new variable. Let us 
also assume that the variables of e and f are ordered by a relation < in an arbitrary 
but fixed manner, and that blocks of quantifiers of the same type in the prefixes of 
e and f are arranged according to this ordering; that is, if Qul Quz occurs in prefix(e) 
or prefix(f) where Q is W or 3, then w1 < u2. 
Since e # f, prefix(e) f prefix(f). Let p be the longest quantifier string which is 
the left part of both prefixes (note that p could be empty), then 
prefix(e) = pQ’u l l l and prefix(f) = ~0%. 0 l , where Q’u f Q”v. 
Now if Q’ = Q”= V, then M P v. Suppose u and v were introduced to replace SS 
subterms s and t respectively; then all significant variables occurring in s and t must 
occur in p. Therefore Q”v must occur to the right of Q’u in prefix(e), and is 
introduced by simpOuANrrFY at the same time as Q’u; hence u < v. Similarly, by 
considering prefix(f), we find that v < u. Consequently, not both Q’ and Q” are V. 
Now suppose that Q’ = V and 0” = 3 (or vice-versa); then there is an SS subterm 
s with all its significant variables occurring in p; SimpQUANTrFY always removes all 
such terms before existentially quantifying any further significant variables. This 
contradicts the supposition that Q”= 3. The only remaining possibility is that 
Q’ = 0” = 3, which implies u f v. Let U be the set of variables existentially quantified 
at the same time as u in the production of e: we define V analogously for v and 
fi Clearly U f V, since if U - V, we can conclude u < v [from prefix(e)] and v < u 
[from prefix(f)]; also U$ ;/ since UC V implies that V cannot be chosen as a 
minimal set of free variables to be existentially quantified. Consequently, there exist 
variables x E U/ V and y E V/U, and SS subterms s and t such that x occurs in s 
not t, and y occurs in t not s and 
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tece w and z are new variables corresponding to s and t respectively. Let e’ be 
2 variant of e obtained by priming all the variables; then to unify (sk( e’), dsk( f)} 
is necessary to unify {{a, x}, {z’, y[y]}, {/3[ w’], y}, {w’, 8[x, y]}}, where a! and /3 
E Skolem terms introduced by the application of sk to e’, and y and 8 are Skolem 
:ms introduced by the application of dsk to J Since {p[ w’], y} and {w’, S[X, y]} 
: not simultaneously unifiable, {sk( e’), dsk( f)} is not unifiable; by symmetry, 
ither is {dsk(e’), sk( f)}. Therefore, since e’ and f have no common variables, 
5f and f3)e. Cl 
Searing completeness 
As we mentioned earlier, sirnp3uANrrFY is not complete. Incompleteness arises 
Ien the input literal contains distinct but unifiable SS subterms, as in the following 
ample. 
8. Example. Let d =&z(z), a(x), x), where (Y is a Skolem function, then 
~P(IUAN'II ZFY( d) = {Vy 3x Vv P( y, v, x)} = {b}. Consider the closed literal c = 
F P( y, y, a). Clearly c 1~ d, but c;iJ 6, where b is the only output of simp- 
We IWY( d). This is because simpcxJANrrFY distinguishes between Skolem 
rms which are not identical but are unifiable. If, however, we unify the two SS 
btcrms of d to obtain e = P(cu(x), (u(x), x). then we have simpQuAN’r-IFY( e) = 
xVyP(y,y. x)}=(f), and c~fi 
This example suggests that to obtain completeness, we should preprocess the 
put literal into a set of litzrals by 
~‘n apply sirnp0trAru-r KY to each 
143 in fact ensure completeness, 
I& problem will be overcome in 
ction 5. 
unifying sets of SS subterms in all possible ways. 
element of this set. As we will see, this method 
but unfortunately produces redundant output. 
the final version of our algorithm presented in 
1. Algorithm. (dreprocessing the input literal). Let d be a literal. 
algorithm PREPROCESS(d); I 
begin 
w := (0); 
R := (3; 
while W f 43 do 
begin 
delete e from W; 
if R does not contain a variant of e 
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then begin 
R:=@(e) 
W :T:‘:. Wu {eul o’ is an rngti of a pair of distir;ct 
SS subterms of e} 
end 
end; 
PREPROCESS:= R 
end 
4.3. Example. Table 3 presents four examples of PREPROCESS. a and /3 are Skolem 
functions, f and a are non-Skolem functions and v, u, x and z are vari&!es. 
Table 3 
d 
W(X)? 4fW), x) 
NW. 44, Pbw, z), x. z, u, v) 
PREPROCESS(d) 
- .p- 
{&(x)7 4f<x)), x)) 
uw~, a(u))* PMw9 2). 4 z u, v) 
WMv), a(u)), PMv), M)), 4v)* 44, u. 0) 
~WbW~ a(v)), PMv), 4v)), 4v). 4v)* v, v)) 
RP(x x), Pb. z), a(x), 44, u(z)) V,Pk 4, Pb, z), 4x), a(u), 4z)), 
ww x), Pk x),4x)* 44,4x)), 
WC% x)9 Pk z), 4 x)9 44, &)), 
P(P(x x), Pb4 x).4x), a(u), 4x)), 
wu x)9 PO4 u), 44. &A @(U))) 
J-W-:), 4y). P\x. y). Pk z), Ptz, f(z))) VWx), 4~9, PO, y)* P(a, z), Pk f(z))), 
w4X)~ 4x)* P(x, x)9 Pta9 z), Pkf(z)I), 
%(a), a(z), P(a, z)9 Ma, 47 Pk f(z))). 
&-4z), 4f(Z)), Pk f(z)). Ha, z), Pk f(z))). 
Pb(a), a(a), @(a, a!, P(a, a), P(a* f(a)))) 
The second of these examples illustrates a subtle point about PREIPROCESS; namely, 
that we cannot define PREPROCESS(~) as a set of representative variants of literals 
ob:2lrred by unifying sets of sets of distinct SS subterms of d. This would exclude 
the third member of PREPROCESS(~) in the second example, since the subterms 
cy ( u) and cy (v), which were unified to obtain this literal, are not significant in d. 
The feader should verify that this literal is required for completeness. 
If d does not contain any distinct unifiable SS subterms, PREPROCESS(~) = {d}. 
The reader may doubt, however, that successive applications of the re5olution rule 
can produce a literal d for which the output of PREPROCESS(~) is nontrivial. 
The following linear deduction shows that it is possible. 
4.4. Example. In the following, cy is a Skolem function while all the lower case 
letters represent variables. 
P.T. Cm, T. Piemykowski 
d. cc-- -----WbW, x)1 
(P(v, w), Q(a&9 ‘/, WV)} 
L ___c --------- 
--{++W), 01 
{Qbdx), 4x’), 01 
Clearly PREPROCESS produces a nontrivial result when applied to the literal in 
re last clause deduced. 
We now irrvestigate some of the properties of PREPRocEss. 
S. Lemma (Termination of PREPROCESS). If d is a literal, PREPHOCESS( d) halts. 
roof, If a is any literal, we define f(a) = (n!)* where n is the number of distinct 
gnificant subexl;<essions of a. If W is a set of literals, we define 
F(W)= C f(a). 
Let W’ and W” be the value of W at the beginning and end of some execution 
C the Inop; let e be the element of W’ deleted and e,, . . . , ek the literals added, then 
w”‘= W’-~e)u{el,. . . , ek). 
hcreforc, F! W”)-F(W’)-f(e)+CP,, f(e;). Now if f(e)=(n!)2, then k< 
v(n - 1) and f!ei) Q ((n - l)!)*. Hence 
F( Wn)s FI W’)-(n!)*+n(n-l)((iz- 1)!)2/2<F(W’). 
incc F( W) is always nonnegative, PREPROCESS must halt. 0 
.6* Lemma (Smndmss of PREPROCESS). If d is a literal and b E PREPRCKESS( d), 
ierr b 3 d. 
‘roof. Since both b and d are literals, we have to show that they have unifiable 
;Iriants. Now h L- da for some substitution cr. Let 6’ be a variant of b with no 
itriable in common with d or a, then there is a renaming y such that b’y = b and 
y= b. Hence we have b’(croY)=(b’a)y=b’y=by=(da)y=d(voyj. So {b’,d} 
unifiable and b 3 d. D 
To establish the completeness of PREPROCESS in the following lemma, we actually 
rove a stronger result, which we require in Section 5 when proving the completeness 
If PK C~PROCESS and simpou/%N-riFY combined. 
.7. Lemma (Corrlpleteness of PREPROCESS). Zf c is a closed literal such that c 3 d, 
‘ten there is a liferal b E PREPRocEssf d) such that (sk( c), b} has a unifier which does 
ot unify any distinct SS subterms of 6. 
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Proof. Let p be an mgu of {sk( c), d}. We construct sequences d,, d,, . . . of literals, 
and po, lul,. . . of substitutions such that, for i 2 0, 
(i) diE PREPROCESS(d), 
(ii) pi unifies {Sk(c), di}, 
(iii) di+l has strictly fewer distinct significant subexpressions than di. 
We begin the construction by settilng do = d and I_C~ =p, which satisfies the required 
conditions. Suppose the sequence is constructed as far as dk, JUT. Suppose also that 
dk has a pair of distinct SS subterms that are unified by pk7 and let u be an mgu 
for these; then pk =ctO~u~+~ for some substitution pk+l. Now if we let dk+l = &+Q 
then dk+L and &&k+.] obviously satisfy the conditions. 
This construction must halt because of condition (iii), so, for some n, p,, does 
not unify any distinct SS subterms of d,. b = d,, is then the required literal, and p,, 
the required unifier of {Sk(c), b}. III 
We are now ready to investigate the properties of the combination of our two 
algorithms. Clearly the soundness of PREPROCESS and SirnoUAN-rIFY (Lemmas 3.6 
and 4.6) together imply the soundness of the combination. The proof of complete- 
ness, however, is more complex and relies heavily on a unification algorithm due 
to Baxter [l]. Since the reader may not be familiar with this algorithm, which is 
documented only in a technical report [I], we present a brief description of it here. 
Let C be a set of unordered pairs of expressions. If E is .a partition of the set of 
subexpressions of C, and p and 4 are subexpressions of C, then we denote by [p],: 
the class in E which contains p. When E is understood from the context, we will 
write [p] for [ ~1~. In the following algorithm, Et, is the partition of all subexpressions 
of C in which each class contains a single expression. 
algorithm TRANSFORM(C); 
begin 
E := E,,; 
while C # @ 
begin 
delete a pair { pl, p2) from C; 
if b,lmd 
then begin 
if [ pJ contains a term fl(q,), . . . , qlnr) 
and [ p2] contains a term fi< qzl, . . . , q2,1 ) 
then if f, # f2 
then begin 
TRANSFORM:= fail; 
eXit(TRANSFORM) 
cad 
else add to C the pairs 
(411,921) * * - kh”9 q*nh 
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replace Ml and hl by bJub21 in E 
end 
end; 
TRANSFORM:= E 
end 
algorithm dete& nonunifiability due to conflict of terms. It remains to detect 
fiability of the type characterized by the pair {x, f(x)}. 
~ANSFORM( C) #fail, the unification graph for C is a directed graph whose 
set is TRANSFORM(C), and whose edges are defined as follows: (X, Y) is an 
I p is a subexpression of 4 for some 4 E X and p E Y. 
important result about this algorithm, proved in [l], is the following. 
mesa. A set of pairs of expressions C is uni’able iff TRANSFORM(C) # fail 
e unification graph for C has no cycles. 
:an now present the main result. 
2mma (Completeness of PREPROCESS and simpOuAN-r@. If a is a closed 
and d is a literal such that a 2 d, then there exist c and b such that c E 
>mss(d), b E S~POL~ANTIFY( C) and a 3 b. 
By the completeness of PREPROCESS (Lemma 4.7), there is a literal c E 
m&d) such that (Sk(a), c} has an mgu that does not unify any distinct SS 
ns of c. We now consider the execution of simpouAN-rIFY(c), and show that 
beginning of every execution of the major loop there is a formula e E S u Q 
iat 
{dsk( e), Sk(a)} is unifiable, 
no vertex of the unification graph U, of {dsk( e), sk( a)} contains more than 
olem subterm of dsk(e), 
either e E Q or if u is a variable existentially quantified in e and t is an SS 
n of e, then there is no walk from [u] to [t] in UC. 
he beginning of the first execution of the major loop, e = c E S u Q clearly 
\ the conditions. 
S’, 0’ and S”, Q” be the values of S and Q respectively at the beginning 
d of some execution dJ,f the major loop. Assume the result holds for S’ u Q’ 
s c S’ u Q’ be the formula with the required properties; then either s E S’u 
which case the result holds for ‘S’u Q” or s is the formula deleted from S’ 
execution of the loop. In the latter case we will show that a formula e with 
uired properties is added to S’ u Q’ during the execution of the loop. 
- p’ W V) 3(K) repl(*G, V, rn’) where p’ = prefix(s), m’ = matrix(s), G and 
s defined in the algorithm, and K is either F or H as defined in the algorithm: 
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then e E S”u Q”. The particular K we choose for constructing e is irrelevant to the 
proof that e satisfies conditions (i) and (ii); consequently we will postpone the 
explanation of how K is selected until these conditions have been proved. 
Now 
dsk( e) = dsk( p’ V( V) repl( G, V, m’)) 
= dsk( p’ repl( V, G', repl( G, V, t-n'))) 
where G’ is a set of new Skolem terms introduced by the applica- 
tion of dsk 
= dsk( p’ repl( G, G’, m’)) = repl( G, G’, dsk( s)). 
We now describe the construction of U, from U,: the reader should verify that this 
construction is correct. The construction is as follows: 
(1) For each t E G replace t by t’ in [t], where t’ is the new Skolem term 
corresponding to t. 
(2) Delete all vertices which contain expressions which do not occur in &k(e). 
Note that such expressions have no significant occurrences in e, so by condition (ii) 
on s, these deleted vertices each contain a single expression. 
(3) Delete all edges which enter or leave vertices deleted in (2). 
(4) For each t E G and each significant variable v of dsk( e) which occurs in t’, 
where :’ is the new Skolem term corresponding to t, add the edge ([t’], [v]). 
We now show that e satisfies the required conditions. 
(i) Suppose there is a closed walk in Ue. Since Us has no closed walks, some of 
the edges on this walk must be added in the above construction. Suppose there is 
exactly one such new edge ([t’]. [ w 1) on the walk, where w is existentially quantified 
in s and t’ is the new Skolem term in dsk(e) corresponding to some term t in s. 
Then there is a walk from [w] to [t] in us contradicting the assumption that F 
satisfies condition (iii). If the walk contains more than one such edge, we consider 
the part of the walk connecting two consecutive new edges and obtain the same 
contradiction. Hence {dsk(e), Sk(a)} is unifiable. 
(ii) That e satisfies this condition is obvious from the above construction. 
(iii) In order to show that e satisfies this condition, we now explain how K is 
selected. Suppose SFV( s) f 6, then the set 
NS = { tl t is an SS subterm of s but is not a shell of s} 
is not empty. Since U, has no closed walks, it induces a partial ordering < on YS 
as follows: tl < tz iff there is a walk from [tJ to [t,]. Let r be a minimal element of 
NS under this ordering; then we choose K to be that element of SFV(s) which is 
a subset of the set of significant free variables of s that occur in r. Now suppose v 
in some variable existentially quantified in t and t is an SS subterm of e and hence 
of s. Either v E K, and by the selection of K there is no walk from [v] !o [t] in U,; 
or v is existentially quantified in s so, by condition (iii) on s, there is no walk from 
[v] to [t] in U,. Hence, if there is such a walk in Ue, it must contain at least one 
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new edge introduced in the above construction. Suppose ([t’], [w]) is the last such 
edge on this walk, then there is a walk in U, from [w] to [t]; however, w E K so 
such a walk contradicts our selection of K. Hence, no walk from [t] to [u] exists in 
U,, so condition (iii) is satisfied. In the case when SFV( s) = 8, K = Al and e E Q”, 
so condition (iii) holds. 
Now when the loop terminates, S == 8, SO there is some b E Q with the required 
properties; in particular (dsk( b), sk( a)} is unifiable. Cl 
5. Restoring nonredundancy and preserving completeness of the method 
In Section 4 we showed how the incompleteness of sirnpauAN’I%Y could be 
remedied by first applying PREPROCESS to the input literal. Unfortuna,ely, however, 
this cure for incompleteness introduces another aibment, as we have mentioned 
before. The following example illustrates the problem. 
5.1. Example. Let d = P(6), P(z, y), P( 2, x), X, z> where QI! and p are Skolem 
functions and X. y and z are variables. PREPROCESSES(~) = {d, e} where e = 
Ph(_u), /?( z, x), fi( z, x), x, z). NOW simpQUANTIFY(d) = {d’, d”} where 
d’= 3x Vu 3z WV, ho2 m, d”= 3z Vu, 3x Vu Qc2 m and 
m = P(u, vi, U,, Xv Z), 
and 
simp~~UA~-riFY( e) = {e’) = (3x Vu 3Z Vu P( 14, v, 21, x, 2)). 
The combined output is {e’, d’, d”) which is redundant since d’ 3 e’. The literal e’ 
has to be present for completeness, since if c = VU Vu P(u, v, u, a, b), then c 3 d, 
CDe’ hut cad and cad”. 
Clearly we require a mechanism to discard superfluous formulae such as d’ in 
the above example. We acconiplish this by modifying SimpOUANTIFY, but first we 
require the following key definition. 
If (T is a substitution, m a literal, I a significant subexpression of nr and s a 
Ggnificant variable of nl, we say that (;r disturbs t in m with x iff either x occurs in 
exactly one of t and tu, or t = x f to-. We will omit ‘in 17~’ and ‘with x’ when 172 is 
understood from the context, and x is irrelevant. We say that CT disturbs m iff CT 
tiist urhs $ome significant subexpression of 1~. 
For example, if m = PO;, tl, t3, t4, ts) where 1, = at-u, y), t-, = p(z, y), t_?=f(x), 
I 4 l , = z, I% = y(u, y). a, /3 and y are Skolem functions, f is a non-Skolem function 
and x, y, z and u are variables, then 
(i) 0 = (v c x) disturbs I, and fs with x because the significant variable x occurs 
in both z,$ and .!,0 but not in t2 and t5, 
(ii) tt = (z + y) disturbs l2 and t4 wit’n z because the significant variable z occurs 
in I> and z4 but not in t,8 and f,8, 
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(iii) neither {y + u} nor {u + y} disturb anything because neither u nor y are 
significant , 
(iv) 8 ={z +f(z)} disturbs t4 with z because t4 = z f :,fI. Note, however, that 8 
does not disturb any other significant subexpression, in particular t2. 
5.2. Algorithm. Let d be a literal. 
algOritht&l QUANTIFY(d); 
begin 
Q:= 0; 
S:= {d}; 
H := { ~1 v is a free variable in d, and does not occur in any SS subterm 
of d}; 
while S#@ do 
begin 
delete s from S; 
G := SH( s); 
if (#) for every mgu c of every pair of distinct terms in G either 
0 disturbs a significant variable in d or for some v and y, 
where v is the new variable corresponding to some SS subterm 
t of d, Vv occurs in prefix(s) to the left of 3y and (T disturbs 
t with y in d 
then begin 
9 := SFV( s); 
p := prefix(s) V( V); (see note below) 
m := repl( G, V, matrix(s)); 
if y=S then Q:= Qu{p3(H) m} 
else while 9 # 0 do 
begin 
end 
end; 
QUANTIFY := 0 
end 
delete F from 9; 
S:= Su(p 3(F) m) 
end 
Note: V is a set of new variables which do not occur in s, and 1 VI = ICI. 
The reader should note that the only difference between simpQuAN’rrFY and 
QUANTIFY is the addition of a test (#) for redundant formulae. We now provide a 
series of examples to elucidate the action of this rather complex condition. 
5.3. Example. First let us return to Example 5.1 to see how OUANTIFY deals with 
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the situation. During the processing of literal d, simpc?uANTIFY produces the 
intermediate result s =3x Vu 3z P(u, P(z, y), P(z, x), x, z), further quantification 
of which produces the superfluous formula d. QUANTIFY will also produce the 
formula s, but will discard it because it does not satisfy condition (#). This is because 
the set of shells of s, G = {p( z, y), B(z, x)} has an mgu {y + x} which disturbs no 
significant variables, and disturbs only SS subterm of d, p(z, y), which is still in the 
matrix. Therefore, the superfluous literal d’ will not be produced. 
We now present similar but more complex examples where the full power of (#) 
is used. In both examples, all functions are Skolem. 
5.4. Example. Let d = P@(x), y(y, v), /3(z, y), p(z, x), x, z, v); then 
mEPRocEss ={d, e} 
where e = PI&), Y(X, v), Pk 4, P(z, x), x, z, v). 
If we apply sirnpuANTIFY to these literals, we get, from d, 
(3x Vu 3v WC 3z Vb, Vb2 m (= d,), 3x Vu 32 Vbl Vb2 30 Vc m (= d2), 
32 Vb, 3v Vc 3x Vu Vb, m, 32 Vb, 3x Vbz Vu 30 WC m, 
3v Vc 3x Vu 32 Vb, Vbz m (=d3), 3v Vc 32 Vbl 3x k/b2 Vu m) 
where m = P( a, c, b,, b2, x, z, u), 
and, from e, 
(3x Vu 3v Vc 32 Vb m’ (=e,), 3x Vu 32: Vb 3v WC m’ (=e2)} 
where HZ’ = P(a, c, b, 6, x, z, v). 
Clearly dl -2 e, and dz =J e2. QUANTIFY, however, will not produce dl or d,. The 
reader is encouraged to perform an analysis similar to that of Example 5.3 to 
discover why. Also, the formula d3 is produced by QUANTIFY despite the fact &at 
the same pair of unifiable shells that caused d, and d, to be eliminated, occurs 
during the production of d3. Again we suggest that the reader investigates the reason 
for this. 
5.5. Example. Let d = P(a(s), r(y), p(z, y), P(z, x), x, z). While processing d, 
~1 :ANIXY Fyi11 produce an intermediate result 
s == VW 3x vu 32 P( u, w, P(z, y). P(z, x), x, z). 
When s is selected for processing, G = (p( z, x), /3( z, y)}. If u is an mgu for G, then 
cithcr CT disturbs the significant variable x in d, or u disturbs y(y) with x in d, 
where y(y) has been replaced by w and VW is to the left of 3x in the prefix of S. 
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Therefore (#) is satisfied and 
QUANTIFY(d) ={Vw 32 Vv, 3x Vu Vv2 ~k’ti, VW 3x Vu 32 Vvt Vv2 m) 
where m = P( u, w, vl, v2, x, z). 
We will now discuss the general properties of the overall process gf de-Skolemiz- 
ation. 
Termination 
We have already shown (see Lemmas 3.5 and 4.5) that both SimpQuANTIFY and 
PREPROCESS always halt. To prove that QUANTIFY always halts, it is enough to note 
that the set S which controls the main loop is never larger than the equivalent set 
in simp0uANTIFY. Hence termination of simpOuAN-rrFY implies termination of 
QUANTI?Y. 
Soundness 
The soundness of simpuuANTrFY and PREPROCESS has been proven (Lemmas 
3.6 and 4.6). We can infer the soundness of QUANTIFY from the soundness of 
SirnpQuANTrFY, and the fact that the set 0 which accumulates the output is always 
a subset of the corresponding set in SimpQUANTIFY. 
Completeness 
We must show that the completeness property of the combination of our two 
algorithms (Lemma 4.9) has not disappeared as a result of condition (# ). 
5.6. Theorem (Completeness of PREPROCESS and QUANTIFY). If a is a closed literal, 
and d is a literal such tizat a 2 d, then there exist c and b such that c E PREPROCESS(d), 
be QUANTIFY(C) and a =4. 
Proof. We c. lstruct a sequence of literals co, cl, c2,. . . and closed literals 
b,, bl, b2, . . . such that, for each DO, 
(i) CiEPREPROCESS(d), 
(ii) Ci+l has strictly fewer significant subexpressions than Ci, 
(iii) a 2 biy 
(iv) bi E SbTlPQUANTIFY(Ci). 
By Lemma 4.9 we can certainly find co and b0 satisfying (i), (iii) and (iv). Suppose 
the sequence is constructed up to ck, bk for some k 30, and suppose that 
bk e QuAN-rIFY( ck), then during the execution of simpQuANTIFY( ck) an intermediate 
formula e is prodpced which yields bk after further quantification, and which does 
not satisfy condition (#) in QUANTIFY. Hence e has a pair of distinct shells (s, t} 
with an mgu CT with the following properties: 
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(a) CT does not disturb significant variables in ck, 
(b) for every SS subterm r of ck and every variable y, if r is disturbed by u with 
y, then either r occurs in e or 3y occurs to the left of Vx in prefix(e), where x is 
the new variable corresponding to r. 
Let ck+l = cka; then c k+l clearly satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). Let ZJ and w be 
the variables -in? bk corresponding to s and t XXspeC~iVely in ck, then bk = 
pI W 0 VW pz matrix( bk) where p1 and p2 are quantifier strings. Let bk+l = 
p1 vvpz repl( w., v, matrix( bk)). To see that bp(+l satisfies (iv), we need only observe 
that if u disturbs some SS subterm r with significant variables yl,. . . , y,, then the 
set of significant variables occurring in r(r is equal to the set of such variables in r 
together with { y,, . . . , y,). Since, for each i (1 s i s II), 3yi occurs to the left of tlx 
in prefix(bk), where x corresponds to r, rcr and r will therefore become shells at 
precisely the same time in parallel executions of simpQuANTIFY(ck) and simp- 
OUANTIFY( Cl<+ ,). 
Finally, suppose t, and fL are the new Skolem terms corresponding to v and w 
respectively, that are introduced by the application of dsk to bk; then dsk( bk+L) = 
Wpl( tz, fl, dsk( &)), so since {dsk( bk), Sk(a)) is unifiable by condition (iii) on bk, 
(dsk(bk+,), Sk(a)} is also unifiable. Hence bk+ 1 satisfies (iii). 
Condition (ii) ensures that the above construction must halt, so that, for some 
k 2 0, bk E OCJAN-IIFY(C~). Clearly, c = ck and b = bk are the required items. 0 
Non-redundancy 
As we showed in Example 5.1, applying PKFIPKW~S to the input literal to secure 
completeness. also destroys the nonredundancy of simpauArurlI~v. We will now 
show that nonredundancy has been restored by adding condition (#), but first we 
present the following technical definitions and results. 
5.7. Lemma, If d is a literal with a pair of uni_fiable SS subternts (s, t} with an mgu 
M &at does not disturb d, then c_mAhl’rIFY( d) = v). 
Proof. Suppose some significant variable x occurs in s ), *+ not in t. If x occurs in 
.W l = fd), then u disturbs t, otherwise CT disturbs s. I-k.rc~ s anC t have the same 
significant variables occurring in them; so regardless of th\.. w!~- \Jt quantification, 
s :~r~tf I will always become shells at the same time, causlilg pr ,. Ag to terminate 
4ncc they have a unifier that disturbs nothing. El 
If g’+ g”, e’ and e” are expressions, then we say that g’ in e’ is vis-a-vis g” in err 
iff ciaher g’ = e’ and g” = e”, or e’ = f ft’, , . . . _ ti, ), e” = f (ty, . . . , t; ) and for some i 
i 1 -_ i 5 n), g’ in 2: is v&a-v& g” in 1:‘. 
WC will omit the phrases in e’ and in e” when e’ and err are clear from the context. 
Note that the relation vis-a-vis simply matches corresponding subexpressions as fsi 
11% p”wsihle, in the obvious way. 
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If d is a literal, we define a relation > on PREPROCESS(~) ais follows: d1 > d2 iff 
d2 = d1 a where u is an mgu of some pair of distinct SS subterms of dl. We then 
define a to be the reflexive and transitive closure of >. 2 is clearly a partial order. 
We are now ready for the main result. 
5.8. Theorem (Non-redundancy of PREPROCESS and QUANTIFY). If d is a hmf, 
d’, d”e PREPRocEss( d), g’ E Qu,wnFY( d’) and g’e QUANTIFY(d’), then g’ Z, g” and 
g” a g’. 
Proof. If d’ = d’, the result immediately follows from the nonredundancy of simp- 
QUANTIFY (Lemma 3.7) since the output of QUANTIFY is always a subset of the 
output of simpQUAN-riFY for the same input literal. In the case that d’ # d”, we, 
need to prove only g’ $ g” since g’ 9 g’ then follows by symmetry. There are two 
cases. 
(a) Suppose d’ 8 d”. Let b be a least upper bound of {d’, d,) under 2, then 
d’ = bo,a, l l l un where, for each i (1 s c n), ai is an mgu for a pair of distinct i 
SS subterms of bq l 9 l q-1. Suppose q unifies distinct SS subterms s and t of b; 
then s and t are vis-a-vis SS subterms s” and t” of d’ which must be distinct since 
otherwise bq 2 d” and ba, 2 d’, contradicting the fact that b is a least upper bound 
af (d’, d”}. Also, s and t are vis-a-vis SS subterms s’ and t’ of d’ where s’ = t’. Let 
x be the variable in g’ corresponding to s’ and t’ and let y and z be the variables 
in g” corresponding to s” and t’; then prefix@‘) contains Vx, prefix(g”) contains Vy 
and Vz and there are two occurrences of x in matrix&‘) vis-a-vis y and z in 
matrix( g”). Therefore, to unify {sk( g’), dsk( g”)) it is necessary to unify {{x, cy ), {x, /?}I 
where Q’ and /3 are Skolem terms corresponding to y and z. So in this case g’ ?3 g”. 
(b) Suppose d’z d”, then d”= d’q l l l uH where, for each i (1 s i =G n), ui is an 
mgu of a pair of distinct SS subterms of d’u, l l l ci-1. Let 8 = (TV 0. l -0 a, ; clearly 
we can choose q, . . . , a, such that no replaced variable occurs in any term of 8. 
Since d”# d’, 8 unifies at least one pair of distinct SS subterms of d’, and must 
disturb d’ since otherwise, by Lemma 5.7, QUANTIFY is empty. 
(i) 8 disturbs a significant variable u of d’. 
In this case u in d’ occurs vis-a-vis a new Skolem term (Y in sk(g’). Suppose u 
occurs vis-a-vis an expression t in d”. If t is a term, then it occurs vis-a-vis a term 
in dsk(g”) with head different from that of (Y, so {sk(g’), dsk(g”)} is not unifiable. 
If t is a variable, say v, then if v is significant in d’, it must occur in dsk(g”) vis-a-vis 
two Skolem terms with diffzrent heads in sk(g’), since it occurs in d” vis-a-vis both 
u and u in d’; so again {sk(g’), dsk( g’)} is not unifiable. If u is not significant, we 
can replace 8 by 8’ = &{ v + u}; then 8’ disturbs fewer significant variables of d’, 
d’e’ is a variant of d”, and no replaced variable of 8’ occurs in any term. Repeated 
application of this process will eventually produce a substitution that disturbs d’ 
according to one of the preceding or following cases. 
(ii) 0 disturbs an SS subterm of d’. 
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We assume that 8 does not disturb any significant variables and therefore that 8 
listurbs a term only by adding significant variables to it that did not previously 
)ccur there. We now show that d’ has an SS subterm S’ such that 
( 1) SOme significant variable y occurs in S” = S' 8 but not in S’ ,
(2) VX’ occurs to the left of 3y in prefix@‘) where X’ is the new variable 
Forresponding to s’. 
Lc; t’ and Y’ be two distinct SS subterms of d’ unified by 8. We have two cases 
.o consider. First, suppose I“ and J are not shells at the same time during the 
:xecuiion oi QUANTIFY( d'), and assume without loss of generality that r’ is quantified 
?rst. Then some significant variable y occurs in t’ but not in r’ and y is still free 
Jvhen I’ is a shell. Clearly VX’ occurs to the left of 3y in prefix(g’) where X’ is the 
new variable corresponding to r’. s’ = r’ is then the required SS subterm. Secondly, 
suppose Z’ and I’ are shiells at the same time during the execution of QUANTIFY( d'); 
and suppose that for every SS subterm s and significant variable y of d’, if 8 disturbs 
s with y, WX occurs to the right of 3y in prefix(g’), where x is the new variable 
corresponding to s. In the case when 0 is an mgu of t’ and r’, processing of the 
formula of QUANTIFY will be terminated because of condition (#), contradicting 
the fact that g’ E OUANTIFY(d'). SC again the required SS subterm s’ of d’ exists. 
The general case, when 8 is not an mgu of r’ 2nd t’, is left to the reader. 
Now for g’k owwrh(d”), it follows from (1) that 3y occurs to the left of 
Vn” in prefix(g”) where x” is the new variable corresponding to s”. From this fact 
and (2) it follows that to unify {sk(g’),dsk(g”)} it is necessary to unify 
I{Y, +‘I}, MYI, ~‘11, w h ere II! and p are Skolem terms introduced by sk and dsk, 
which is impossible. 
Hence, in case (bj. g’ P g”. q 
6. Concluding remarks 
As we mentioned in Section 1, r)ne of the reasons for developing reversed 
Skolemization was to be able to compute the set of implicationally independent 
cr,uses for an event. The presented algorithms satisfy this requirement, but it seems 
that further economies should be possible in the overall process. 
If tl is a literal we define 
Given two dead end literals d, and a’? we should be able to determine if for every 
.r t’: oumw(dl) there exists a y E c2uAP@dz) such that x 1 y. At present, in order 
to detect this we would have to compute both ~t_hmuz(dl) and ~uwm(d,); 
however, in some cases it can be established directly by inspecting d, and d2 (for 
example, if d, = P(v,(x), (I/(y), x, y) and dp= P(cw(x), p(x, y), x, y)). Decision . 
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algorithms to deal with this and similar situations would bring considerable conom! 
to mechanical hypothesis formation. 
Finally, we should mention that for the purposes of mechanical hypothesis forma, 
tion [4] our algorithms should be applied to whole clauses, not just literals; thir 
requires minor modifications. The modified algorithms will be complete, but deepel 
change? will be necessary to achieve nonredundancy. 
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